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Grade Levels for Recommended Use: 2nd grade
TEKS: (7) Algebraic reasoning. The student applies mathematical process standards to identify and apply number patterns within properties of numbers and operations in order to describe relationships. The student is expected to:

(A) determine whether a number up to 40 is even or odd using pairings of objects to represent the number;

Brief Summary: Even Steven likes everything to be even. Even Steven gets a visit from his cousin, Odd Todd. Odd Todd likes everything to be odd and is a free spirit. Even Steven is annoyed with all of Todd’s Odd belongings and preferences.

Materials needed: counters, one ice tray per student, construction paper, scissors, markers/pencil

Suggested Activity:
1. Open up lesson by reading, “Even Steven and Odd Todd”. Explain the differences between an even number and an odd number.
2. Pass out manipulatives and one ice tray per each student. Model manipulatives inside the ice tray and explain the number 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 can be either even or odd. Use pairings of manipulatives to demonstrate a manipulative having an even pair or when one manipulative is left out, it is considered odd.
3. Develop questioning as to what a 2-digit number would be. Reteach place value; explain the student must consider the number in the ONES place when determining if a number is even or odd.
4. Pass out construction paper to each student to begin activity. Fold paper once horizontally (hot dog). On one side of the line write ‘even street’ on the other, write ‘odd street’.
5. Begin drawing houses horizontally along the construction paper. On the even street side one house will be labeled number 2. The next house will be labeled 4 and so on. Have the students decorate their streets etc.
6. The students will complete an Even and Odd street graphic organizer.
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Adapted by: Blanca Lopez (2018)
Even Steven is a villain. He likes even numbers, so he steals them at any chance he gets. In "Training Day", Even Steven was thought to be the perpetrator behind the odd crime of dropping large peanuts around town. However, Agent Todd revealed that the true criminal was Sammy Squirrel, who was masquerading as Even Steven in order to frame him. Here are some examples of even numbers: 2, 4, 6, 8, and 0.
High interest stories provide new challenge with full paragraphs and richer vocabulary. Written by Kathryn Cristaldi. High interest stories provide new challenge with full paragraphs and richer vocabulary. As indicated, Even Stevens likes everything to be in even numbers while Odd Todd likes when things are in odd numbers. The two tend to get on each others nerves. This book is a fun book with numbers throughout. While I do understand the concept they are trying to bring out, this book is best understood by children who already know odd and even number. This is not a teaching book, but more of a fun math tale. Overall this book is cute. It reinforces the even and odd numbers through the characters. As an added bonus, there are some activities toward the end of the book to further the fun. Read mo The arrival of Cousin Odd Todd greatly upsets Even Steven who likes everything to come in even numbers, his pets, his library books, and even his pancakes. Includes an activities and games section. I bought this book to use as an introduction to teaching even/odd numbers. The book is very much like new. The book is just as the listing described. I am very happy with this purchase and my students are too!